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A particle is described at time t = 0 by the wave packet

,y(,)= I,e(t)exp@*)ar

.,., ( ,1" t*" forosl<io
with' l(rl = 10 tororher,t values

ta) Show that the wave packet satisfies:

.vk)'=t,fIg
I rox I

l.r,l
(bl The uncertaintyA.x in the position of the parti
. defined by the smallest positive value of

function 1,4(x)'obtained in (a) is zero. Show th
1r

n0

30)ic 2

cleattimet=0is
x for which the
at this is given by
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[c) T]te uncertainty in tlte mornentum Ap, of the particle at tin
t = 0 is given by

ap, = hkn
Show that this uncel tainty in momentum, together with t]runcertainty in position obtained in (b), satisfy"the lf"ir""U"uncertainty principle.

IJere the symbols have their usual meaning.

2. The one dimensional time-independent Schrddinger equation f0a particle of mass m moving in a potenrial.y[x; i;;;;;;;;-"'
( t,' a'
l ;"^ 'v('1)u1'1- su1'1'

where E is the total encrgy. A po ren tir I barrier is d el) ncd by

Region I x.0 and tt(x)_0
Region 2 0<x<a and tt(x)=Vo
Region 1 .r > a and fz(r)= O

wherel/o>0anda>0.

(i) Consider the case where particles are incident on th{

barrier from region 1 with total eltergy E > /0. Demonstrak

. that the Schr0dinger equation has the following solutions ir

u,(x)= sik' 1- A.-i'--

ur(x) = 6s" 1- g.-'n'

u,(x)= P"'n

, zn{E - tt^ |. q -- tl and A. D. C arrd D arL

J.

three regions,

2nEwhere &2 =

constants.

tt2
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(ii) What is the signjficance of the t'"l/o terms in '"he solution in

Region l and why there js no term e 'u for x ' a?

(iil) State the continuity conditions that must be satjsfied by the

wave function atx= 0 and x = o.

(iv) in general, some particles are reflected by the barrier, but

for particular values of the energy E > Vo, all particles are

transmitted and none are reflected, so that '4 = 0 By using

the continuity conditions at x = 0, show tllat when total

transmiSsion occurs,

'=ry andc=@ 4

conditions at x = a to show that total

for energies for which qa= nft ,where n

3. (al For any pair of allowed wave functions of the quantum system
' ' ,nd". dircussion, iFwe define the Hermitian conjugate 'r"ofan

operator -F as

-1 I Il i- ,:-;\
- -.r ti

(v) Use the continuiq/

transmission occurs

- rt L, J,

Show that
(i) lf F is a Hermitian' then F' - F

/ ^ ^\+(ii) (F+tGJ = F- -iG'
/ ^ ^\r(iii)ifGJ =6.f.

rntlf d - irv .rh.n lq.V)'-l'1.,.i'v)

(v,, i.v,) =(v,,rv,)'

.'.
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(bJ If iQ. and ,Q are the ladder operators introduced in rhe solutir
of the one dimensional simple harmonic oscillator problet
show that

| ,' I lnl n'l+l u)ttt 4 .' 2.
here the symbols have tl.rbir usual meaning.

::::^:l:: thar the expectarion value of rtre kinetic energyrre osclllaror whcn it is in a state of definite energy is oneJr;
of the tot al energ y.

4. The radial part of a schrodit
can be written as 

:lger equation of the hydr ogen atol

"l R(r) z dt?ltl 2ntl - r, t 
^l 

, I_+ _r+_r dt ' hjl. qr"",) .-. 1r{rJ_o

here the symbols have their usual meanings

(i) Find the ground state eigen function ofthe form R(r)= Ae,

and the energy of the electron in this state, wirere 4 is

. A-. f.)
constJ n t and (? -:r-

n1e-

(ii) At the ground state show that the probability of finding thr

electron is maximum for r = c.

r i. rrFind the expectJtion vdlue oI r.

(iv)Show ihat the expectatjon value of the potential energy 0:

the electron is twice the energy at the grounci state.
You mayassume that

f, r" e-; clr = nla^l



6, (aJ Explain briefly rhe meaning of perturbation. Find the
order time independent perturbation correction to the en
and the wave [unction for non_riegenerate levels.

(b) A particle of mass m,bound by the harmonic oscill

potential V(l=lrrzrz, is in its ground state. A

perturbation now adds to the potential an amount

Calculate the new ground state energy to first order Z.

Assume that the ground state wave function for the harm

oscillator is given uy ,y" =( ^ ?\I "-lrql ." \,rh )


